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Abstract 

Global warming and climate change in the last decades cause the increased 
frequency of extreme weather events around the globe. In the last year, 2022, the 
world witnessed very high temperature records, extensive droughts that showed 
sinking of river and lake levels to historic lows and increasing rainfall that caused 
extensive flooding and devastating floods in many parts of the world. Long-term 
droughts set the stage for wildfires and worsened food insecurity. Also, droughts, or 
extended period of unusually dry weather, escalate the damage caused to plants, 
ecosystems, and wildlife. In the agricultural sector, sustained drought can result in 
complete crop failure and damage to livestock. 
Scientists have recorded extreme weather events in the last year 2022. The events 
eventually posed numerous questions, are all these extreme weather events 
exacerbated by human-caused climate change and global warming or are in line with 
projections of regional impacts. 
Global warming and Climate change are often cast as predictions made by 
complicated computer models. But the scientific basis for climate change is much 
broader, and models are actually only one part of it. For more than a century, 
scientists measured and studied the basic physics behind why greenhouse gases 
(GHGs), and carbon cause global warming of the Earth‘s atmosphere. The 
greenhouse effect on Earth is very important for life and the presence of liquid water 
in the oceans, rivers and lakes under the warming influence of the Sun:  
Scientific studies showed that climate change and rising temperatures are affecting 
the frequency of extremes weather events in every region across the globe. Evidence 
of observed changes in extremes such as prolonged heat waves, heavy precipitation 
causing floods, droughts, and tropical cyclones or/and hurricanes, and, in particular, 
their attribution to human influence (global warming), has strengthened since the 
Fifth Assessment report of IPCC in 2014. Global data in the last years in all regions 
showed that extreme heat events have become more frequent and more intense 
across most land regions since the 1950s, according to the IPCC.  In terms of the 
impact on society, heat waves are happening more regularly, are starting earlier and 
ending later. Temperatures over 40°C and even 50°C are becoming increasingly 

frequent in many parts of the world, posing a major threat to human health and 
well-being. This review focused on the extreme weather events in the last decade 
and especially for the years 2021 and 2022. The global results were devastating 
considering the damage to infrastructure and the loss of lives. In 2022 the world have 
faced several dramatic weather disasters which claimed far too many lives and 
livelihoods and undermined health, food, energy and water security. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/07/climate/climate-change-health-threat.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/21/obituaries/eunice-foote-overlooked.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/26/climate/greenhouse-gas-emissions-un-climate-report.html
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Introduction: the carbon cycle on Earth, global warming and 
climate change  

The United Nations Sixth Assessment Report of IPCC 

(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) released in 2021 and 2022, 

warned that humans are dramatically overhauling (overtake) Earth‘s climate. 

The average surface temperature on Earth has already risen by 1.1o degree 

Celsius since preindustrial times (1850-1900), thanks to human inputs of 

heat-trapping gases (greenhouse gases) to the atmosphere, particularly 

carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4). This global warming has shifted the 

flow of energy around the Earth, altering weather patterns, raising sea levels 

and turning past extreme weather events into new normals. 

 

It is estimated by experts that in the 21st century the world will have to 

weather more such climate extreme events as carbon (CO2, CH4, airborne 

particular matter-smoke, CFCs) keeps accumulating in the atmosphere and 

global temperatures continue to rise. But IPCC scientists and others hope 

that, by highlighting the regional and local effects of climate change, the world 

will ramp up its efforts to reduce climate-warming emissions. Especially by 

reducing CO2 emissions from burning fossil fuels (replacement with renewable 

energy sources), reducing CH4 emissions and increasing forests in order to 

avert a more disastrous future (global warming) and extreme weather events. 

The concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in Earth's atmosphere is 

currently at nearly 412 parts per million (ppm) and rising. This represents a 

47% increase since the beginning of the Industrial Age, when the 

https://www.sciencenews.org/century/climate-change-carbon-dioxide-greenhouse-gas-emissions-global-warming
https://www.sciencenews.org/century/climate-change-carbon-dioxide-greenhouse-gas-emissions-global-warming
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/ocean-extreme-heat-wave-past-climate-new-normal
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concentration was near 280 ppm, and an 11% increase since 2000, when it 

was near 370 ppm. 

 

Figure 1. A chart showing the steadily increasing concentrations of carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere (in parts per million) observed at NOAA's Mauna 
Loa Observatory in Hawaii over the course of 60 years. Measurements of the 
greenhouse gas began in 1959. Credit: NOAA. NASA‘s Orbiting Carbon 
Observatory-2 (OCO-2) satellite and its successor instrument, OCO-3, which 
was launched to the International Space Station 4OCO-2, in July 2014, 
gathers global measurements of atmospheric carbon dioxide with the 
resolution, precision and coverage needed to understand this important 
greenhouse gas. NOAA= National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
[NASA https://climate.nasa.gov/news/2915/the-atmosphere-getting-a-handle-
on-carbon-dioxide/ ].1 

 

The natural environment on Earth plays an important role in keeping 

the carbon cycle in balance. Trees and forests balance the amount of carbon 

in the atmosphere through photosynthesis, excessive cutting of trees 

increases the carbon dioxide level in the atmosphere contributing to raising 

the temperature of the Earth. This is one of the primary reasons for the 

negative greenhouse effects and global warming. 

The carbon cycle on Earth describes the process in which carbon 

atoms continually travel from the atmosphere to the Earth and then back into 

the atmosphere. Human activities have a tremendous impact on this cycle. 

Burning fossil fuels, changing land use, and using limestone to make concrete 

all transfer massive quantities of carbon into the atmosphere. As a result, the 

amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is rapidly rising. The CO2 
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concentration in the atmosphere is now greater than at any time in the last 3.6 

million year of the Earth‘s history. 

 

Figure 2. Plants and phytoplankton are the main components of the fast 

carbon cycle. Phytoplankton (microscopic organisms in the ocean) and plants-
trees take CO2 from the atmosphere by absorbing it into their cells.  
 

Through a series of chemical reactions and tectonic activity, carbon 

takes between 100-200 million years to move between rocks, soil, ocean, and 

atmosphere (Slow carbon cycle). Anthropogenic CO2 comes from fossil fuel 

combustion, changes in land use (e.g., forest clearing for agriculture, new 

cities, organic waste), and cement manufacture. Using energy from the Sun, 

plants and plankton combine CO2 and water to form carbohydrates or sugars 

(CH2O-) and oxygen for energy. Photosynthesis 

 
Carbon in the form of organic compounds is the chemical backbone of 

life (biological organisms) on Earth. All of the carbon we currently have on 
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Earth is the same amount we have always had. When new life is formed, 

carbon forms key molecules like organic acids, proteins, carbohydrates 

(sugars), lipids and nucleic acids (DNA). Carbon is found in Earth‘s 

atmosphere and oceans in the form of carbon dioxide or carbonate salts 

(CaCO3, MgCO3 etc). The carbon cycle is nature's way of reusing carbon 

atoms. Most carbon is stored in rocks and sediments, while the rest is stored 

in the ocean, atmosphere, and living organisms. These are the reservoirs, or 

sinks, through which carbon cycles. The ocean is a giant carbon sink that 

absorbs excess carbon. Marine organisms from marsh plants to fish, from 

seaweed to birds, also produce carbon through living and dying. Over millions 

of years, dead organisms can become fossil fuels. When humans burn these 

fuels for energy, vast amounts of carbon dioxide are released back into the 

atmosphere. This excess carbon dioxide changes Earth‘s climate, by 

increasing global temperatures, causing ocean acidification, and disrupting 

the planet‘s ecosystems. [Ocean Service, https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts 

/carbon-cycle.html#transcript ].2 

 

Figure 3. Sources and sinks of CO2. The global carbon cycle. Exchanges 

carbon (as CO2) between carbon reservoirs, These include a. the atmosphere 
(720 Gt = billion tonnes), b. the terrestrial biosphere (2,000 GT), c. the oceans 
(38,400 Gt), d. marine sediments and rocks (Lithopshere >60,000,000 Gt) and 
e. fossil fuels (4,130 Gt) = coal (3,510 Gt), oil (23 Gt), natural gas-CH4 (140 
Gt), and others (250 Gt) terrestrial ecosystems and oceans exchanging CO2 

rapidly with the atmosphere.  

https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts%20/carbon-cycle.html#transcript
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts%20/carbon-cycle.html#transcript
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts%20/carbon-cycle.html#transcript
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The question that needs to be answered, how the Carbon Cycle is 

important for life on Earth and how regulates Earth‘s climate? 

Water vapour and clouds in the atmosphere are the major contributors 

to Earth's greenhouse effect, but a new atmosphere-ocean climate modeling 

study shows that Earth's temperature ultimately depends on the atmospheric 

level of carbon dioxide (CO2). Greenhouse gases absorb outgoing infrared 

radiation (IR). Non-condensing greenhouse gases, such as CO2, CH4, nitrous 

oxide (N2O), ozone (O3), and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), provide the core 

support for the terrestrial greenhouse effect. 

Carbon compounds regulate the Earth's temperature, make up the food 

that sustains the human population with plants and animals, and provide 

energy that fuels the global economy and provide electricity. Most of Earth's 

carbon is stored in rocks and sediments (fossil fuel). The rest is located in the 

ocean, atmosphere, and in living organisms.  Biological organisms take up 

organic carbon molecules from the environment, and use it for energy (by 

breaking bonds, oxidations) to regulate various cellular processes and 

metabolism. Also, organic carbon molecules consumed are restructured 

inside organisms to make useful biomolecules and contribute to thrive, grow 

and multiply 

The Primary Function of the Carbon Cycle is to help sustain life on 

Earth. To maintain the balance of carbon in nature, atmospheric CO2 

determines the rate of photosynthesis by the producers, which acts as the 

primary source of food production on Earth. Producers, a major niche in all 

ecosystems, undergo photosynthesis to produce food. All producers are 

autotrophic, or "self-feeding". In terrestrial ecosystems, producers are usually 

green plants. Freshwater and marine ecosystems frequently have algae as 

the dominant producers. Carbon forms an integral component of organic 

acids, alcohols, proteins, lipids, sugars and DNA, are the building blocks of all 

living things. Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere traps the long-wavelength 

radiations from the sun and prevents it from escaping into space, very much 

like the glass walls of a greenhouse, thus acting as a blanket over the planet 

and controlling the temperature of the earth. 
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Figure 4. The Greenhouse effect. Gases in the atmosphere, like CO2 or 
CH4, allow visible light and shorter wave radiation to pass through it. 
Shortwave energy hits the Earth and heats the atmosphere. The Earth then 
emits heats or infrared energy (IR) which is what we refer to as long wave 
radiation. The heat does not pass through greenhouse gases as the gases 
are not transparent to radiation of that wavelength and heat the lower 
atmosphere. Greenhouse gases keep the Earth warm by preventing the heat 
from the ground from escaping. 

 

United Nations, Climate Change and the Environment  

The United Nations (UN) is an international organization founded in 1945. 

Currently the UN is made up of 193 Member States. The UN is guided by the 

purposes and principles contained in its founding Charter. 

As World War II was about to end in 1945, nations were in ruins, and the 

world wanted peace. Representatives of 50 countries gathered at the United 

Nations Conference on International Organization in San Francisco, California 

April-June 1945. The founding nations proceeded to draft and then sign the UN 

Charter. The United Nations was hoped, would prevent another world war, 

resolve disputes and conflicts among nations and bring peaceful solutions to the 

fundamental problems of the world human civilization.  

The UN has evolved over the years to keep pace with a rapidly changing 

world. But one thing has stayed the same: it remains the one place on Earth 

https://www.un.org/en/about-us/member-states
https://www.un.org/en/about-us/un-charter
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where all the world’s nations can gather together, discuss common problems, 

and find shared solutions that benefit all of humanity. 

 

The United Nations is headquartered in Midtown Manhattan, New York 

City, United States, and the complex has served as the official headquarters 

of the United Nations since its completion 72 years ago in 1951. Currently the 

UN is made up of 193 Member States and its works are guided by the 

purposes and principles contained in its founding Charter. 

The United Nations (UN) Climate Change is the defining issue of our time 

and the UN has undertaken to lead nations in solving the fundamental problems 

of global warming and climate change. From shifting weather patterns that 

threaten food production, to rising sea levels that increase the risk of catastrophic 

flooding, the impacts of climate change are global in scope and unprecedented in 

scale. Without drastic action today, adapting to these impacts in the future will be 

more difficult and costly. 

The United Nations legal instruments 

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

The UN family of nations organized numerous initiatives on climate 

change and global warming  and is at the forefront of the effort to save plane 

Earth. In 1992, organized the ―Earth Summit‖ which decided to establish the 

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) as a first 

step in addressing the climate change problem. 197 countries that have ratified 

the Convention are Parties (COP) to the Convention. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Midtown_Manhattan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Headquarters
http://unfccc.int/essential_background/convention/items/6036.php
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The Kyoto Protocol (1995) 

By 1995, countries launched negotiations to strengthen the global 

response to climate change, and adopted the Kyoto Protocol. The Kyoto Protocol 

legally binds countries to emission reduction targets. The Protocol‘s first 

commitment period started in 2008 and ended in 2012. The second commitment 

period began in 2013 and ended in 2020. There are now 198 Parties to the 

Convention and 192 Parties to the Kyoto Protocol. 

Conference of the Parties, COP-21, Paris Agreement (2015) 

The COP meets every year, unless the Parties decide otherwise. The 

first COP meeting was held in Berlin, Germany in March, 1995. The 2015 

COP-21, in Paris, was very important. All countries reached a landmark 

agreement to combat climate change and to accelerate and intensify the actions 

and investments needed for a sustainable low carbon future. The Paris 

Agreement’s central aim was to strengthen the global response to the threat of 

climate change by keeping the global temperature rise this century well below 2 

degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the 

temperature increase even further to 1.5o degrees Celsius. On Earth Day, 22 

April 2016, 175 world leaders signed the Paris Agreement at United Nations 

Headquarters in New York, the largest number of countries ever to sign an 

international agreement. 194 countries have ratified the Paris Agreement. 

Nobel Peace Prize to the UN-IPCC in 2007 

In 2007, the Nobel Peace Prize was awarded jointly to former United 

States Vice-President Al Gore and the IPCC "for their efforts to build up and 

disseminate greater knowledge about man-made climate change, and to lay the 

foundations for the measures that are needed to counteract such change." 

 

http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/items/2830.php
https://unfccc.int/resource/docs/convkp/kpeng.pdf
https://www.un.org/en/about-us/nobel-peace-prize/ipcc-al-gore-2007
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In 2022 the UN enacted its first-ever climate legislation, The Inflation 

Reduction Act which will inject and unprecedented $369 billion of public 

spending and tax credits into the USA economy to boost clean energy, clean 

infrastructure, and climate resilience over the next decade. At COP 27 (in 

Egypt, 2022), all countries to develop new funding arrangements that can 

mobilize resources to help developing economies suffering directly, and 

disproportionately, from the impacts of climate change and global warming. 

Meanwhile, the global warming is increasing, 2022 ranked as Earth's 

fifth-warmest year on record, tied with 2015. Catastrophic flooding occurred in 

Pakistan and China, severe drought in Africa and record-breaking heat waves 

in US and Europe.  

Scientific debate, man-made greenhouse gases and climate 
change 

For many decades there were many scientific debates and pubic 

arguments in the social media from some climate change skeptics, that 

disputed the so-called ‗greenhouse effect as man-made environmental 

problem. They showed disbelief in human-caused climate changes.3 

[https://www.rainforest-alliance.org/everyday-actions/6-claims-made-by-

climate-change-skeptics-and-how-to-respond/ ]. 

a. Climate change deniers claim that we had the coldest winter we’ve 
had in years! There‘s a difference between climate and weather: 

Weather fluctuates day in, day out, whereas climate refers to long term 
trends—and the overall trend is clearly and indisputably a warming one. 

b. Climate change is natural and normal. It is happened at other 
points in history. It is true that there have been periods of global 

warming and cooling, which was also related to spikes and lulls in 
greenhouse gases, during the Earth‘s long history. But those historic 
increases in CO2 should be a warning to us: They led to serious 
environmental disruptions, including mass extinctions. 

c. There is no consensus among scientists that climate change is 
real. This is no true. Global warming is accelerating heating of the 

atmosphere and oceans. There is nearly a very high percentage of 
agreement among scientists that climate change and global warming is a 
fact in the last decades. Numerous studies have found that more than 
90% of scientists who study Earth‘s climate agree that the planet is 
warming and that humans are the primary cause. Most major scientific 
bodies, from NASA to the World Meteorological Organization, endorse 
this view of the man-made greenhouse gases and global warming. 

https://www.rainforest-alliance.org/everyday-actions/6-claims-made-by-climate-change-skeptics-and-how-to-respond/
https://www.rainforest-alliance.org/everyday-actions/6-claims-made-by-climate-change-skeptics-and-how-to-respond/
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/11/4/048002?platform=hootsuite
https://climate.nasa.gov/evidence/
https://public.wmo.int/en/our-mandate/climate/wmo-statement-state-of-global-climate
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d. Plants and animals can adapt to climate changes. This is not true 
again. Because human-caused climate change is happening so rapidly, 

biological species simply don‘t have time to adapt.  

e. Climate change is good for us. It is hard to even know where to begin 

to address this statement by climate change deniers.  The evidence 
points to a clear surge of crop failures, drought, floods, cyclones or forest 
fires that wipe out livelihoods and homes. It is estimated that the global 
economy could lose $23 trillion to climate change by 2050. 

f. Climate change is real, but there is nothing to be done, it is too late. 
It is true that the world is under pressure to take swift and drastic action 
and promote radical changes, but it is not too late. If governments, 
business, and individuals begin taking drastic action now, we can keep 
warming within the 1.5 oC target set by the Paris Agreement.  

How do we know climate change is really happening? 

Global warming and Climate change are often cast as predictions made 

by complicated computer models. But the scientific basis for climate change is 

much broader, and models are actually only one part of it. These models have 

been proved for a long time to be very accurate. For more than a century, 

scientists measured and studied the basic physics behind why greenhouse 

gases (GHGs), especially CO2 and CH4 carbon cause global warming of the 

Earth‘s atmosphere. Although these gases make up just a small fraction of the 

atmosphere but exert outsized control on Earth‘s climate by trapping some of 

the planet‘s heat before it escapes into space. The greenhouse effect on 

Earth is very important for life and the presence of liquid water in the oceans, 

rivers and lakes under the warming influence of the Sun:  

In the Earth atmosphere, to be more specific, CO2 concentrations in 

2021 reached 415.7 parts per million (ppm), methane (CH4) 1,908 ppm, and 

nitrous oxide (N2O) 334.5 ppm. These values constitute, respectively, 149%, 

262% and 124% of pre-industrial levels before human activities started 

disrupting the natural balance of these gases in the atmosphere. However, 

during the Industrial Revolution (1780-1900), people started burning coal and 

other fossil fuels to produce electricity, power factories, smelters and steam 

engines, which added more greenhouse gases to the atmosphere. Ever since, 

human activities have been heating the planet. 

The true physical situation on Earth‘s surface temperatures actually 

mask the true scale of climate change, because the oceans (cover the 71% of 

https://www.wired.com/story/many-animals-arent-adapting-fast-enough-to-survive-climate-change/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/22/climate/climate-change-economy.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/22/climate/climate-change-economy.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/22/climate/climate-change-economy.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/07/climate/climate-change-health-threat.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/21/obituaries/eunice-foote-overlooked.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/26/climate/greenhouse-gas-emissions-un-climate-report.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/26/climate/greenhouse-gas-emissions-un-climate-report.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/09/12/science/earth/ocean-warming-climate-change.html
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the Earth‘s surface) has absorbed 90% of the Sun‘s heat trapped mainly by 

greenhouse gases. Measurements collected over the last 60 years by 

oceanographic expeditions and networks of floating instruments show that 

every layer of the ocean is warming up. According to some studies, the 

Earth‘s oceans have absorbed as much heat between 1997 and 2015 as it did 

in the previous 130 years. 

Scientists and environmentalists experts have established beyond any 

doubt that global warming and climate change are happening because we see 

the effects everywhere. Ice sheets and glaciers are shrinking while sea levels 

are rising. Arctic sea ice is disappearing. In the spring, snow melts sooner and 

plants flower earlier. Animals are moving to higher elevations and latitudes to 

find cooler conditions. And droughts, floods and wildfires have all gotten more 

extreme. Models predicted many of these changes, but observations show 

they are now coming to pass. 

How do we know for sure this effect is real? The principle is 

demonstrated through basic physics, because a bare rock orbiting the sun at 

the distance of the Earth should be far colder than the Earth actually is. The 

explanation for this observation was based on the work of John Tyndall, who 

discovered in 1859 that several gases, including CO2 and water vapour, could 

trap heat. This was the first evidence for what we know now as greenhouse 

gases (GHGs). Then, towards the end of the same century, Swedish scientist 

Svante Arrhenius proved the relationship between greenhouse gas 

concentrations and surface temperatures in the atmosphere of Earth. 

The most conclusive evidence for the greenhouse effect on Earth and 

the role of CO2 can be seen in data from the surface temperatures  and from 

measurements from satellites. By comparing the Sun‘s heat reaching the 

Earth with the heat leaving it, scientists can see that less long-wave radiation 

(heat) is leaving than arriving (and since the 1970s, that less and less 

radiation is leaving the Earth, as CO2 and equivalents build up). Since all 

radiation is measured by its wavelength, we can also see that the frequencies 

being trapped in the atmosphere are the same frequencies absorbed by 

greenhouse gases. Disputing that the greenhouse effect is real is to attempt 

https://www.nature.com/articles/nclimate2915.epdf?sharing_token=USfITVGNBfWWbamT3rMmmtRgN0jAjWel9jnR3ZoTv0MlRx6qhYJib6LMw7WqnHrgHNNACirpXPHvEyjr2pReemYc_qPR8dbAyEfA20O5yRicWiVkqhHr8wgoPZGVDTmvQsS-2AmKvTivF_uushbjhdQPVh_eD5Njs86FzSPKG4RX3nZInjFUunEJfWbzwbHLbKptgGeqEN_e_3lx12-fYfR6IMm0faPVvqklnBx-h9A%3D&tracking_referrer=www.carbonbrief.org
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/30/us/wildfires-fire.html
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to discredit centuries of science, laws of physics and direct observation. 

Without the greenhouse effect, we would not even be here to argue about it. 

Greenhouse gases occur naturally and are part of Earth‘s atmospheric 

makeup. For that reason, Earth is sometimes called the ―Goldilocks‖ planet – 

its conditions are not too hot and not too cold, but just right to allow biological 

life (plants, animals, humans) to flourish. Part of what makes Earth so 

amenable is its natural greenhouse effect, which keeps the planet at a friendly 

15°C (59°F) on average. But in the last centuries (1820-2020), humans have 

been interfering with the planet's energy balance, mainly through the burning 

of fossil fuels that add carbon dioxide and methane (CO2, CH4) to the air. 

These greenhouse gases in Earth‘s atmosphere have been rising consistently 

for decades and trap extra heat near Earth's surface, causing temperatures to 

rise, thus increasing global warming and leading to climate change. 

[https://climate.nasa.gov/faq/19/what-is-the-greenhouse-effect/#:~:text=T….]. 

 

Figure 5.  Diagram of CO2 levels in the atmosphere in the 1880-2021 and the 
rise in atmospheric temperature. Global CO2 is not the only greenhouse gas 
breaking records. Atmospheric methane (CH4) concentrations had their 
largest annual increase in 2021 since records started in 1983. Concentrations 
of CH4 were 162% higher than pre-industrial levels. 
[https://www.climatecentral.org/climate-matters/peak-co2-heat-trapping-
emissions  ]. Source: NASA GISS, NOAA NCEI, ESRL. 

 

Earth’s climate warming from increasing concentrations of GHGs 

inevitably is causing changes to global weather in different regions of the world. 

The most worrying aspects of climate change is the frequency that extreme 

weather events are happening. These extreme weather events can have impacts 

https://climate.nasa.gov/faq/19/what-is-the-greenhouse-effect/#:~:text=T
https://www.climatecentral.org/climate-matters/peak-co2-heat-trapping-emissions
https://www.climatecentral.org/climate-matters/peak-co2-heat-trapping-emissions
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on human health, limiting access to clean drinking water, reduction of food 

production, and increasing difficulties in humans to cope with excessive heat, 

droughts and flooding.  

Extreme weather events because of climate change: 

a. Intensive rainfall events and flooding. Increasing atmospheric 

temperatures cause more evaporation. Increased water in air cause more 

rainfall. Floods increase risks to the environment and human health, 

damage to infrastructure and property, 

 

Flash flood damage in Bad Neuenahr-Ahrweiler, Germany, 2021 

 

b. Extreme droughts, warmer temperatures cause more evaporation and 

vapour in the air are causing droughts in some regions of the world. Places 

prone to drought are expected to become even drier the next century, bad 

news to farmers and damage to crops. 

 

The number of people living in extreme drought could hit nearly 700 million by 
the end of the century (2100) more than triple the number today. 

http://newscientist.com/article/2240738-us-megadrought-is-being-made-more-intense-by-effects-of-climate-change/
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Droughts can have a serious impact on health, agriculture, economies, 

energy and the environment. An estimated 55 million people globally are 

affected by droughts every year, and they are the most serious hazard to 

livestock and crops in nearly every part of the world.  

 

c. Stronger hurricanes. Warmer ocean surface waters can intensify 

hurricanes and tropical storms, leading to hazardous and destructive 

conditions. Hurricanes are expected to grow stronger as the climate 

warms, with more of them spinning up into major storms. But it is not just 

the biggest cyclones that are worsening.  

 

Hurricane Ian landfall in Florid (2019). It was projected to bring 
“catastrophic” storm surges, winds, flooding to the coastal areas of USA  

 
d. Heat waves. Global warming increase frequency of heat waves in many 

regions. Temperatures above 40oC for extensive periods of time are 

becoming  more common in some areas of the world. Forest fires are more 

frequent in the last decade. 

 

Climate change has already influenced the likelihood of temperature extremes 
in many countries. Forest fires are more frequent now.  The chances of seeing 
40oC for days could be as much as 10 times more likely in the current climate 

 

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/
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The role of UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was set up by 

the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the World 

Meteorological Organization (WMO) in 1988 with 195 member countries. Aims to 

provide an objective source of scientific information on global warming and 

climate change. The IPCC reports and assessments are also a key input into 

international climate change negotiations. Through its assessments, the IPCC 

identifies the strength of scientific agreement in different areas and indicates 

where further research is needed. IPCC does not conduct its own research 

but collects and assess international research. The IPCC is divided into three 

Working Groups and a Task Force. Working Group I deals with The Physical 

Science Basis of Climate Change, Working Group II with Climate Change 

Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability and Working Group III with Mitigation of 

Climate Change. The main objective of the Task Force on National 

Greenhouse Gas Inventories is to develop and refine a methodology for the 

calculation and reporting of national greenhouse gas emissions and removals. 

The IPCC Sixth Assessment Report 

The IPCC‘s Sixth Assessment Report, to be released in March 2023, will 

provide an overview of the state of knowledge on the science of climate change, 

emphasizing new results since the publication of the Fifth Assessment Report in 

2014. It is based on the reports of the 3 Working Groups of the IPCC as well as 

on the 3 Special Reports on Global Warming of 1.5°C, on Climate Change and 

Land, and on the Ocean and the Cryosphere in a Changing Climate. 

Despite strong evidence that human activity played a role in 

catastrophic weather events, and the emergence of a fuel crisis sparked by 

the war in Ukraine (February 2022), greenhouse gas emissions continued to 

rise. All these dramatic events did not distract IPCC from their task.  The UN 

IPCC kept the climate emergency high on the international agenda, reaching 

major agreements on financing and biodiversity. At the end of 2021, when the 

UN climate conference (COP26, November 2021) wrapped up in Glasgow 

(UK), none of those present could have suspected that a war in Ukraine would 

throw the global economy into turmoil and will cause an energy crisis. 

http://www.ipcc.ch/
http://public.wmo.int/en
http://public.wmo.int/en
http://public.wmo.int/en
https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/
https://www.ipcc.ch/srccl/
https://www.ipcc.ch/srccl/
https://www.ipcc.ch/srccl/
https://www.ipcc.ch/srocc/
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Meanwhile, a host of studies pointed to the continued warming of the Earth, 

and the failure of most industrial countries to lower carbon emissions, and get 

to grips with the existential threat of the climate emergency. Despite the 

negative aspects of the international conflicts the UN continued to lead on the 

slow, painstaking, but essential task of achieving international climate 

agreements, whilst putting sustained pressure on major economies (USA, 

China, Japan, India, Germany, UK, France, etc) to make greater efforts to cut 

their fossil fuel use. The UN in all its reports emphasized the importance of 

financial support of developing and Third World countries which are bearing 

the brunt of the extreme weather events (droughts, floods, prolonged high 

atmospheric temperatures, strong hurricanes, etc) as a result of man-made 

climate changes. 

The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) released a litany of 

stark reports throughout the last years. A January 2022 study (WMO), 

announced that 2021 had joined the top 7 warmest years on record. The 

average global temperature in 2021 was about 1.11 (± 0.13) ° Celsius  above 

the pre-industrial (1850-1900) levels. The year 2021 was the 7th year in a row 

in which global temperatures were more than 1 degree Celsius above the 

preindustrial average. The others were: 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 

where global temperature has been over 1°C above, according to all datasets 

compiled by WMO. 

 
 

In Summer 2021, when record heatwaves were recorded in several 

European countries, the agency warned that we should get used to more to 

come over the next few years. Heatwaves and prolonged periods of drought 

https://public.wmo.int/en
https://news.un.org/en/story/2022/01/1110022
https://news.un.org/en/story/2022/07/1122822
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will affect especially Africa and its capacity to grow enough food for its 

increasing population. It is the continent that can expect a worsening food 

crisis, centred on the Horn of Africa region (consists of the internationally 

recognized countries of Djibouti, Eritrea,  Ethiopia, and Somalia), displacing 

millions of people. It is estimated that 4/5 of countries in Africa are unlikely to 

have sustainably managed water resources by 2030 which are very important 

for agriculture. 

Whilst some regions of the Earth in 2022 suffered from a lack of water, 

others were hit by catastrophic floods. In April 2022, Pakistan experienced a 

different extreme: record-breaking heat, with temperatures reaching over 40 

degrees Celsius, recording one of the highest ever temperatures 49o degrees 

Celsius. Higher temperatures means glaciers melt faster in the Himalayas and 

Hindu Kush region, which feed the Indus river. 

  

Figure 6. A series of extreme floods has utterly devastated Pakistan which is 

home to some 225 million people, washing away roads and buildings, 
destroying farms, and stranding hundreds of thousands. The death toll had 
soared past 1,000 and floods had inundated 1/3 of the country. 

 

The 2022 monsoon rainfall in Pakistan was nearly 3 times higher than 

the 30-year average and rains and consequent flash floods continued 

throughout July and August 2022. It will take months for the water to subside. 

In Pakistan, a national emergency was declared in August 2022, following 

heavy flooding and landslides caused by monsoon rains which, at the height 

of the crisis, saw around a third of the country underwater. Tens of millions 

were displaced. 

https://news.un.org/en/story/2022/09/1126221
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Djibouti
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eritrea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethiopia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Somalia
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/tasneemnashrulla/pakistan-flooding-videos-buildings-washed-away
https://www.vox.com/world/2022/8/30/23327725/pakistan-flooding-unprecedented-political-economic-humanitarian-crisis
https://news.un.org/en/story/2022/08/1125632
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Unprecedented torrential rains in Chad since early August 2022 have 

caused significant damage to houses, key infrastructure and agricultural land 

in the capital, N'Djamena, and surrounding provinces. Nearly 750,000 people 

have been affected by the floods, and communities were at a high risk of 

water-borne diseases, particularly cholera, due to a lack of appropriate 

hygiene and sanitation in areas of displacement.4 

 

In October 2022, the UN refugee agency (UNHCR) declared that some 

3.4 million people in west and central Africa needed aid, amid the worst floods 

in a decade. The floods according to UN Refugee Agency displaced million of 

people in Nigeria, Chad, Niger, Burkina Faso, Mali and Cameroon.  

Nigeria faced the worst floods in a decade. Hundreds of lives have 

been lost, over 1.3 million people have been displaced, and more than 2.8 

million have been impacted, according to UN estimates. Farmlands and 

infrastructure have been submerged. Severe floods have affected more than 

4.4 million people across Nigeria since July 2022, according to the latest 

update by the National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA). The floods 

have displaced over 2.4 million people. More than 660 people have lost their 

lives. The catastrophic floods have also made 174,000 houses unfit for 

habitation. The floods have damaged more than 676,000 hectares of farmland 

in some areas in the harvest season and may worsen already alarming levels 

of hunger and malnutrition in the country.5  

 

http://www.unhcr.org/
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Frequency of extreme weather events linked to climate 
change. Global data 

The occurrence of extreme weather events is unprecedented in the last 

decade and studies showed that they will increase in frequency with 

increasing global warming, according to the Sixth Assessment report from the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). 

Scientific studies focusing on human-induced climate change showed 

that are affecting the frequency of extremes weather events in every region 

across the globe. Evidence of observed changes in extremes such as 

prolonged heat waves, heavy precipitation causing floods, droughts, and 

tropical cyclones or/and hurricanes, and, in particular, their attribution to 

human influence (global warming), has strengthened since the Fifth 

Assessment report of IPCC in 2014. 

Global data in the last years in all regions showed that extreme heat 

events have become more frequent and more intense across most land 

regions since the 1950s, according to the IPCC.  In terms of the impact on 

society, heat waves are happening more regularly, are starting earlier and 

ending later. Temperatures over 40°C and even 50°C are becoming 

increasingly frequent in many parts of the world, posing a major threat to 

human health and well-being.6  

The world has witnessed two extreme heat waves, the first was in 2003 

in western Europe and the second in 2010 in the Russian Federation. These 

events were covered extensively by newspaper-TV and social media. These 

two extreme events accounted for 80% of weather-related deaths in Europe 

from 1970-2019. Lessons learned from the 2003 heat wave were instrumental 

in ushering in heat-health early warnings and action plans and these are now 

being promoted by the Global Heat Health Information Network. Limiting 

global warming to 1.5°C instead of 2°C could result in around 420 million 

fewer people being frequently exposed to extreme heat waves, according to 

the IPCC. 

The heat wave in Europe 2003 had a death toll estimated to exceed 

30,000. The heat wave of 2003 was one of the ten deadliest natural disasters 

in Europe for the last 100 years and the worst in the last 50 years. Elderly 

https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGI_SPM_final.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGI_SPM_final.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGI_SPM_final.pdf
https://public.wmo.int/en/resources/library/wmo-atlas-of-mortality-and-economic-losses-from-weather-climate-and-water-extremes
https://public.wmo.int/en/resources/library/wmo-atlas-of-mortality-and-economic-losses-from-weather-climate-and-water-extremes
https://public.wmo.int/en/resources/bulletin/climate-risk-early-warning-systems-europe
https://www.ipcc.ch/2021/08/09/ar6-wg1-20210809-pr/#:~:text=For%201.5%C2%B0C%20of,and%20health%2C%20the%20report%20shows.
https://www.ipcc.ch/2021/08/09/ar6-wg1-20210809-pr/#:~:text=For%201.5%C2%B0C%20of,and%20health%2C%20the%20report%20shows.
https://www.ipcc.ch/2021/08/09/ar6-wg1-20210809-pr/#:~:text=For%201.5%C2%B0C%20of,and%20health%2C%20the%20report%20shows.
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people were most affected. More than 25,000 fires were recorded in Portugal, 

Spain, Italy, France, Austria, Finland, Denmark and Ireland. The estimation of 

forest areas destroyed reached 647,069 hectares. Portugal was the worst hit 

with 390,146 hectares burned.7 

The torrid weather that choked western Russia in the summer of 2010, 

killing an estimated 55,000 people, was by far the worst such event of the 

past 33 years, according to a climate index that scientists have devised to 

gauge the magnitude of heat waves. The index, which takes into account the 

severity of temperature extremes as well as the duration of the heat wave, 

could become a benchmark for evaluating the impacts of future climate 

change.8, 

All studies and data collection from various global regions showed that 

Climate change also plays out through the water cycle. The result is that a 

warmer Earth‘s atmosphere holds more moisture. As such, the frequency and 

intensity of heavy rainfall events has increased since the 1950s and this is 

expected to continue to cause extensive floods. Extreme daily precipitation 

events are projected to intensify by about 7% for each 1°C of global warming, 

says the IPCC. There are numerous examples of a month or even many 

months‘ worth of rainfall falling in a matter of hours or days, with devastating 

and deadly flooding – as seen in Africa, Asia, Europe, North and South 

America in the past few years. 

At the same time, increasing global warming is also projected to 

increase the land area affected by more frequent and severe droughts, a 

notorious slow-onset disaster. 

The proportion of intense tropical cyclones (categories 4-5) is 

expected to increase at the global scale with increasing global warming, thus 

increasing the vulnerability of growing coastal populations. There is some 

evidence that climate change is affecting their tracks, especially in the 

western North Pacific. 

What is the difference hurricane and cyclone? Once a tropical cyclone 

reaches maximum sustained winds of 74 miles per hour or higher, it is then 

classified as a hurricane, typhoon, or tropical cyclone, depending upon where 

https://public.wmo.int/en/media/press-release/water-related-hazards-dominate-disasters-past-50-years
https://public.wmo.int/en/media/press-release/water-related-hazards-dominate-disasters-past-50-years
https://public.wmo.int/en/media/press-release/water-related-hazards-dominate-disasters-past-50-years
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the storm originates in the world. In the North Atlantic, central North Pacific, 

and eastern North Pacific, the term hurricane is used. 

The world in the last decade is witnessing more compound disasters. 

According to the IPCC, the probability of compound flooding (storm surge, 

extreme rainfall and/or river flow) has risen in some locations, and will 

continue to increase due to both sea level rise and more intense precipitation. 

Concurrent heat waves and droughts are likely to become more 

frequent, with the associated risk of wildfires. 

The YaleEnvironment360 Digest (13.10. 2020) refers to the UN study 

of the extreme weather events of the last 20 years.9  ―…There has been a 

―staggering rise‖ in the number of extreme weather events over the past 20 

years, driven largely by rising global temperatures and other climatic changes, 

according to a new report from the United Nations.10 

 

From 2000 to 2019, there were 7,348 major natural disasters around 

the world, killing 1.23 million people and resulting in $2.97 trillion in global 

economic losses. By comparison, the previous 20-year period, 1980-1999, 

had 4,212 natural disasters, claiming 1.19 million lives and causing $1.63 

trillion in economic losses. Much of this increase, the report notes, can be 

attributed to climate change. Climate-related disasters jumped 83%, from 

3,656 events during the 1980-1999 period to 6,681 in the past 20 years. Major 

floods have more than doubled, the number of severe storms has risen 40%,  

and there have been major increases in droughts, wildfires, and heat waves. 

https://www.undrr.org/publication/human-cost-disasters-overview-last-20-years-2000-2019
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Scientists agree that scientific evidence is becoming more and more 

overwhelming that man-made climate change is spreading forest fires around 

the world. Globally, the length of the fire weather season increased by nearly 

19% between 1978 and 2013, thanks to longer seasons of warm, dry weather 

in 25% of the planet‘s forests. In the western United States (California), for 

example, the wildfire season has grown from five months in the 1970s to 

seven months in 2020. 

 

Extreme weather events in the reports of NOAA 
 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the 

American Meteorological Society (AMS) special report in their Bulletin every 

year the extreme weather events that occur globally increase in frequency 

because of the global warming and the subsequent climate change.  

Every year, the Bulletin of the AMS published a special annual report 

on the State of the Climate and from 2011 started publishing a supplement on 

global extreme weather events of the year. The 2011 special report (published 

in July 2012.11 

In this review we will start describing the most obvious extreme 

weather events for the year 2016 that were found to have been caused by or 

exacerbated by human-induced climate change. Three extreme weather 

events that occurred in 2016 would not have been possible in Earth‘s pre-

industrial climate, according to the sixth annual report. This marks the first 

time that researchers have concluded that a specific weather event would not 

have been possible without the influence of humans. 

The three unprecedented events were 2016‘s record global heat, 

extreme heat over Asia, and a ―blob‖ of unusually warm water in the Bering 

Sea. Most of the other events analyzed in the 27 peer-reviewed papers 

considered in the report were made more severe by climate change, although 

that was not the events' principal cause, the scientists reported in a press 

conference at the meeting of the American Geophysical Union in New 

Orleans. Three events were found to have no role from human-influenced 

climate change.12 

http://www.ucsusa.org/global_warming/science_and_impacts/impacts/infographic-wildfires-climate-change.html#.Wbwpb9FryM-
http://www.ametsoc.net/eee/2016/2016_bams_eee_low_res.pdf
https://fallmeeting.agu.org/2017/press-item/explaining-extreme-events-of-2016-from-a-climate-perspective/
https://fallmeeting.agu.org/2017/press-item/explaining-extreme-events-of-2016-from-a-climate-perspective/
https://fallmeeting.agu.org/2017/press-item/explaining-extreme-events-of-2016-from-a-climate-perspective/
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Extreme weather events amplified by climate change in 2016 

The editor-in-chief of the Bulletin of the American Meteorological 

Society (BAMS), at the press conference said, the severity of some weather 

events, or their likelihood of occurring, was known to be amplified by climate 

change, but these are the first confidently identified events that could not have 

occurred at all prior to the era of human-influenced climate change. The 

report‘s authors note that researchers had predicted that human influence 

would at some point become sufficiently strong to push events beyond the 

bounds of natural variability alone. They add that scientists will now revisit 

some weather events of prior years, to determine whether those of 2016 were 

in fact the first of their kind or simply the first to be conclusively linked.13 

 

Herring SC, Christidis N, Hoell A, et al. (Editors). Explaining Extreme Events 
of 2016 from a climate perspective. Special supplement to the Bulletin of the 
American Meteorological Society, vol. 99 (No.1), January 2018. Extreme 
weather events analyzed in the 27 peer-reviewed papers.13 

With regard to overall global warming, Thomas R. Knutson of NOAA 

and colleagues determined that the record warmth of 2016 would not have 

been possible under climate conditions of the early 1900s. ―Anthropogenic 

forcing was a necessary condition,‖ based on simulations using sophisticated 

climate models, they wrote in the report. Natural variability, including El Niño, 

played a relatively small role, they said. All of the risk of the extremely high 

temperatures over Asia in 2016 can be attributed to anthropogenic warming 

The author Yukiko Imada of the Japan Meteorological Agency and colleagues 

in the report, added that El Niño contributed to a further regional increase of 

warm events in parts of Southeast Asia and the Philippines. 

The warmth of the Bering Sea in 2016 was unprecedented in the 

historical record (according to Walsh JE, of the University of Alaska and 

https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/tom-knutson-homepage/
http://www.mri-jma.go.jp/Member/cl/koimadayukikoim_en.html
https://directory.iarc.uaf.edu/john-walsh
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colleagues). An ensemble of five climate models concluded that the 2016 

anomaly cannot be explained without anthropogenic climate warming.  

The longest, most widespread and most damaging global coral 

bleaching event on record occurred at Australia's Great Barrier Reef in 2016, 

due in part to ocean warming caused by human activity. 

In addition to the three events cited above, the BAMS report authors 

note that others were strengthened by human-caused climate change, 

including ―the longest, most widespread, and most damaging global coral 

bleaching event on record‖ at Australia‘s Great Barrier Reef. The main cause 

was ocean warming due to human activity, and it was exacerbated by El Niño. 

About two-thirds of the 131 total papers considered in the six NOAA-AMS 

reports have identified a role for climate change in the events studied. For the 

2017 report, 21 of the 27 papers described climate change as a significant 

driver of that extreme weather event. Most of the extreme weather events of 

2016 were found to have been caused by or exacerbated by human-induced 

climate change. 13 

 

Figure 7. A map of extreme weather events of 2016. Most of the extreme 
weather events of 2016 were found to have been caused by or exacerbated 
by human-induced climate change. For the 2017 BAMS report, 21 of the 27 
papers described climate change as a significant driver. Most of the extreme 
weather events caused or exacerbated by human-induced global warming.  
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Extreme Weather Events and climate change 2021 & 2022 

The American Meteorological Society published recently the 11th 

special report that presents assessments of how human-caused climate 

change may have affected the strength and likelihood of individual extreme 

weather events on planet Earth. The 11th edition of the report, Explaining 

Extreme Events from a Climate Perspective, presents peer-reviewed analyses 

of extreme weather and climate across the world during the previous two 

calendar years. It features the research of scientists from across the globe 

looking at both historical observations and model simulations to determine 

whether and by how much climate change may have influenced particular 

extreme weather events.  

Bulletin of American Meteorological Society 

 

[American Meteorological Society, https://www.ametsoc.org/ams/index.cfm/ 
publications/bulletin-of-the-american-meteorological-society-bams/explaining-
extreme-events-from-a-climate-perspective/ ].  

 
Special Collection 

Explaining Extreme Events of 2021and 2022 from a Climate Perspective 
 

Explaining Extreme Events from a Climate Perspective. This BAMS 
special report presented assessments of how human-caused climate change 

may have affected the strength and likelihood of extreme events. The 11th 

report presented peer-reviewed analyses of extreme weather and climate 

https://www.ametsoc.org/ams/index.cfm/%20publications/bulletin-of-the-american-meteorological-society-bams/explaining-extreme-events-from-a-climate-perspective/
https://www.ametsoc.org/ams/index.cfm/%20publications/bulletin-of-the-american-meteorological-society-bams/explaining-extreme-events-from-a-climate-perspective/
https://www.ametsoc.org/ams/index.cfm/%20publications/bulletin-of-the-american-meteorological-society-bams/explaining-extreme-events-from-a-climate-perspective/
https://www.ametsoc.org/ams/index.cfm/%20publications/bulletin-of-the-american-meteorological-society-bams/explaining-extreme-events-from-a-climate-perspective/
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across the world during the previous two calendar years. It features the 

research of scientists from across the globe looking at both historical 

observations and model simulations to determine whether and by how much 

climate change may have influenced particular extreme events.  

The 11th Bulletin AMS report contains 10 papers 
 
1. Water Year 2021 Compound Precipitation and Temperature 

Extremes in California and Nevada 

Hoell A, et al. Water Year 2021 Compound Precipitation and Temperature 
Extremes in California and Nevada. https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-
0112.1 (pages BAMS:E2905-E2911)  

Abstract. Anthropogenically forced-warming and La Niña forced-
precipitation (rainfall) deficits caused at least a six fold risk increase for 
compound extreme low precipitation and high temperature in California–
Nevada from October 2020 to September 2021. 
The most intense 22-yr drought in the western USA since 800 CE was 
extended by compound dry and hot extremes in Water Year 2021 
(October 2020–September 2021). Compared to an instrumental record 
that dates to 1895, low precipitation and high temperatures were 
widespread across the western United States. The intense and prevalent 
drought has caused water delivery shortages, damaged ecosystems, 
and contributed to extreme wildfires. 

 
2. The Extremely Wet May of 2021 in the United Kingdom 
Christidis N, Stoff PA. The Extremely Wet May of 2021 in the United Kingdom 
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0108.1 (pages E2912-E2916). 
Abstract.  Human influence and persistent low pressure are estimated to 

make extreme May rainfall in the United Kingdom, as in year 2021, 
about 1.5 and 3.5 times more likely, respectively. Had UK-Grid rainfall 
observations indicate that in 2021 the United Kingdom had its second 
wettest May since 1836. The month was characterized by heavy 
downpours and prolonged wet spells that amassed an average of about 
120 mm of rain. New records were set locally, for example in Wales, 
where the observed rainfall was about 30 mm higher than the previous 
record of 183.8 mm. Wet conditions were favored by persistent low 
pressure over the United Kingdom linked to a southern shift of the jet 
stream. The sustained heavy rains were also accompanied by record 
low maximum temperatures in parts of the country, but the warm last 
week of May meant that the month, as a whole, was not one of the 
coldest on record. Our study assesses 1) how human-induced climate 
change alters the likelihood of extreme May events in the United 
Kingdom with a mean rainfall above that in 2021 and 2) the influence of 
the atmospheric circulation on such events. 

 
 
 

https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0112.1
https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0112.1
https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0112.1
https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0112.1
https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0108.1
https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0108.1
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3. Record High Warm 2021 February Temperature over East Asia 
Xie J. Record High Warm 2021 February Temperature over East Asia. 

DOI: https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0139.1 (pages E2917-E2922) 

Abstract: Human-induced warming is estimated to have increased the 

occurrence probability of events like the record-breaking warm February 

in East Asia by a factor of 4–20. The record high warm 2021 of East Asia 

is the highest February since 1951; approximately 787 counties/cities in 

China have exceeded the winter high since the recording of meteorology 

data. Extreme warm events occurred in China from 18 to 21 February 

with daily maximum temperature records exceeded at 905 stations. 

Beijing and Henan hit 25.6° and 30°C on 21 February, among large 

parts of cities in northern China reached 25°–29°C (China Meteorology 

Administration 2022). 

4. Attribution of the Unprecedented 2021 October Heatwave in South 
Korea 

Kim Yeon-Hee, et al. Attribution of the Unprecedented 2021 October 

Heatwave in South Korea. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0124.1 

Abstract. GCM (Global Climate Model) ensembles indicate that the 

October 2021 South Korean heatwave was extremely unlikely to occur 
without human influences, which corresponds to 2060s‘ new normal 
without ambitious greenhouse gas mitigation. During the early October 
(1–15 October) in 2021, an unseasonable hot spell struck South Korea. 
The extreme October warming was partly due to a strong subtropical 
high developed over the East China Sea, which was related to a strong 
tropical convection over South China/Philippine Seas. In addition, a 
blocking high developed over the northern North Pacific likely 
contributed to the long-lasting heatwave. Results from both GCM 
ensembles indicate that the exceptionally strong October 2021 heatwave 
was extremely unlikely to occur without human influences. It should be 
noted, however, that the sample size and extreme nature of the event 
make it difficult to draw concrete conclusions from the model 
simulations. 

5. Human Contribution to 2020/21-like Persistent Iran Meteorological 
Droughts 

Kant J, et al. Human Contribution to 2020/21-like Persistent Iran 

Meteorological Droughts. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0149.1 

Abstract. CMIP6 simulations suggest that the 2020/21-like severe and long-
lasting Iran droughts have become more probable by at least 50% due 
mainly to anthropogenic greenhouse gas increases. According to the 
Global Precipitation Climatology Projection, over 70% of the non desert 
regions over Iran (the climatological precipitation > 0.5 mm day−1) have 
experienced unprecedented low annual precipitation in 2021 since 1979. 
Cumulative precipitation deficits from October 2020 through March 2021 

https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0139.1
https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0139.1
https://journals.ametsoc.org/view/journals/bams/103/12/BAMS-D-22-0139.1.xml#bib7
https://journals.ametsoc.org/view/journals/bams/103/12/BAMS-D-22-0139.1.xml#bib7
https://journals.ametsoc.org/view/journals/bams/103/12/BAMS-D-22-0139.1.xml#bib7
https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0124.1
https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0124.1
https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0124.1
https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0149.1
https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0149.1
https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0149.1
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initiated the 2020/21 drought. When analyzing the CMIP6 multimodel 
individual forcing simulations, the human contribution has increased the 
probability exceeding the observed drought persistence, severity, and 
intensity in 2021 by at least 50%, particularly via the anthropogenic 
greenhouse gas increases, which overwhelms a minor offsetting 
influence of anthropogenic aerosols. 

6. Causes of the Extremely Low Solar Radiation in the 2021 Growing 
Season over Southeastern Tibetan Plateau and Its Impact on 
Vegetation Growth 

He Y, YYang K, et al. Causes of the extremely low solar radiation in the 2021 
growing season over 2 southeastern Tibetan Plateau and its impact on 
vegetation growth. DOI: https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/ 
AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0122.pdf 
The 2021 low solar radiation over southeastern Tibetan Plateau was mainly 

caused by abnormally 19 strong southerlies and further enhanced by 
anthropogenic aerosols and GHGs-induced warming, 20 and 
consequently reduced vegetation growth.  The Tibetan Plateau, known 
as the ‗Third Pole‘ region, is one of the most sensitive places 23 to 
global climate change, which possesses the highest surface 24 incident 
solar radiation in China but has been dimming in recent decades. 

 
7. Li D, Chen Y, Qi J, et al. Attribution of the July 2021 Record-Breaking 

Northwest Pacific Marine Heatwave to Global Warming, 
Atmospheric Circulation, and ENSO. BAMS 2021/2022, pp.1-13. 
Summary-Abstract. The 2021 northwest Pacific marine heatwave was 

favored by the atmospheric and 20 oceanic conditions; changes in the 
mean climate due to anthropogenic warming made the 21 event 43 
times more likely. 
 

8. Hu T, Sun Y, Zhang X, Wang D. Anthropogenic Influence on the 2021 
Wettest September in Northern China, BAMS, 243-248, 30.1.2023. 
Abstract. Greenhouse gas forcing has increased the likelihood of events 
like the 2021 wettest September in northern China by approximately 
twofold, while anthropogenic aerosols play a relatively minor 
suppressing role. 
The autumn of 2021 was very unusual in northern China (NC). 
Continuous heavy rainfall hit the region in September 2021. September 
is generally dry in the region with mean total precipitation amount about 
64 mm over 1951–2021. The 158.2 mm of total precipitation in 
September 2021 exceeded normal years by about four standard 
deviations. The record rainfall led to high water levels and large water 
flows along the middle and lower reaches of the Yellow River basin, 
resulting in serious flooding and landslides. Some ancient buildings were 
permanently damaged because of severe flooding. About 6.668 million 
people and 498,600 hectares of agricultural land were affected, leading 
to a direct economic loss. 
 

https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0122.pdf
https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0122.pdf
https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0122.pdf
https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/%20AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0122.pdf
https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/%20AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0122.pdf
https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0142.pdf
https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0142.pdf
https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0142.pdf
https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0156.pdf
https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0156.pdf
https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0156.pdf
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9. Liu Z, et al. The April 2021 Cape Town Wildfire: Has Anthropogenic 
Climate Change Altered the Likelihood of Extreme Fire Weather? 

BAMS, DOI: https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-22-0204.1 
In April 2021, a devastating wildfire tore through the iconic Table 
Mountain area of Cape Town, South Africa. Following a human-induced 
ignition on the morning of 18 April, worsening weather conditions led to 
increased fire spread that lasted until the afternoon of 20 April when the 
fire was eventually extinguished. The fire burned across more than 600 
hectares of wildland, with its incursion into urban areas resulting in 
widespread evacuations and several hospitalizations. 
The first three weeks of April 2021 were abnormally warm and dry along 
South Africa‘s west coast, at the southern tip of which Cape Town is 
situated. These conditions were highly conducive to wildfire ignition and 
spread. Previous work has demonstrated a link between extreme 
hydroclimatic events in the surroundings of Cape Town and 
anthropogenic climate change, most notably in an attribution study of the 
2015–17 drought. While such droughts are likely to enhance fire risks, a 
quantification of how climate change has altered the likelihood of 
extreme weather conducive to late-season fires is worthy of dedicated 
analysis. 
 

10. Olse JR, et al. Drought Attribution Studies and Water Resources 
Management. BAMS  
https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0214.pdf 
The paper discussed how climate attribution science can support water 
resources management decision making during droughts and is relevant 
to both the attribution research of community and water resource 
managers. Climate attribution science seeks to explain the causes of 
extreme events and in particular the possible role of anthropogenic 
climate change. Researchers identified information that water managers 
can obtain from climate attribution studies and the types of attribution 
analyses that will be most useful for drought management with a 
particular focus on reservoir management. 

 

Extreme weather events in year 2022 and climate change 

 The COPERNICUS, is Europe‘s eyes on Earth for Climate Change 

Service. It is connected with ECMWF which is the European Centre for 

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts, a research institute and  a 24/7 

operational service, producing global numerical weather predictions and other 

data for Members and Co-operating States and the broad community. The 

ECMWF has one of the largest supercomputer facilities and meteorological 

data archives in the world. . 

https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0204.pdf
https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0204.pdf
https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0214.pdf
https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0214.pdf
https://ametsoc.net/eee/2021_22/AcceptedMS_BAMS-D-22-0214.pdf
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Figure 8. Copernicus Sentinel-1. Sentinel-1 provides all-weather, day and 
night radar imagery for land and ocean services. 
[https://climate.copernicus.eu/copernicus-2022-was-year-climate-extremes-
record-high-temperatures-and-rising-concentrations ]. 

 
New data from the European Union‘s Copernicus Climate Change 

Service reveals in 2022 another year of climate extremes with many high 

temperature records and rising atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations. 

Summer 2022 was the hottest on record for Europe and each boreal summer 

month was at least the third warmest globally. Overall, 2022 was the second 

warmest year on record for Europe, while globally it was the 5th warmest year 

according to the ERA5 dataset. ERA5 is the latest climate reanalysis 

produced by ECMWF, providing hourly data on many atmospheric, land-

surface and sea-state parameters together with estimates of uncertainty. 

The year 2022 was marked by record droughts, heatwaves, forest fires, 

floods and a record low level of the Antarctic sea ice.  The first days of 2023, 

including the warmest January 1 since measuring began, demonstrate that 

the trend of extreme climate and weather events is continuing. Excess or 

deficit rainfall played a key role last year in several weather or climate 

extremes, with historic droughts threatening entire communities and affecting 

lives by causing food and water insecurity in different regions. Thus, intense 

periods of drought hit the regions of Europe, East Africa, China and South 

America, while, as highlighted by Copernicus, epic floods threatened Australia 

and Pakistan, but also countries such as Chad, Sudan and Nigeria. Prolonged 

https://climate.copernicus.eu/copernicus-2022-was-year-climate-extremes-record-high-temperatures-and-rising-concentrations
https://climate.copernicus.eu/copernicus-2022-was-year-climate-extremes-record-high-temperatures-and-rising-concentrations
https://climate.copernicus.eu/climate-reanalysis
https://www.ecmwf.int/en/research/climate-reanalysis
https://www.ecmwf.int/en/research/climate-reanalysis
https://www.ecmwf.int/en/research/climate-reanalysis
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droughts, together with record temperatures, contributed to an increase in fire 

risk, which peaked during the summer season in both central Europe, the 

Mediterranean region, and the northwestern United States. 

 

Extreme drought events in Europe, summer 2022 

The drought that hit Europe in 2022 could be the worst in 500 years, 

according to weather experts. It can be attributed to a severe lack of rainfall, 

combined with a series of repeated heat waves that gripped Europe from May 

to October in 2022. 

Most of France suffered from the consequences of an extreme drought. 

After an exceptionally dry and hot spring, water levels in rivers and reservoirs 

were exceptionally low, forcing French authorities to impose water restriction 

measures: in July 2022, 90 out of the 96 administrative ―départements‖ were 

affected by the extreme and prolonged drought. [Copernicus Observer 2022: 

a year of extremes, https://www.copernicus.eu/en/news/news/observer-2022-

year-extremes#:~: text=Mos..... ].  

 

Figure 9: The dryness of vegetation resulting from the drought in France over 

the summer of 2022 is visible when comparing Copernicus Sentinel-3 
acquired in July 2021 (left) and July 2022 (right). 
[https://www.copernicus.eu/en/news/news/observer-2022-year-
extremes#:~:text=Most  …]. 
 

According to the Combined Drought Indicator, published by the 

European Drought Observatory (EDO), more than 1/4 of European Union 

territory (27 countries) was labeled with an alert mark at the beginning of 

https://www.copernicus.eu/en/news/news/observer-2022-year-extremes#:~: text=Mos
https://www.copernicus.eu/en/news/news/observer-2022-year-extremes#:~: text=Mos
https://www.copernicus.eu/en/news/news/observer-2022-year-extremes#:~:text=Most
https://www.copernicus.eu/en/news/news/observer-2022-year-extremes#:~:text=Most
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September. An example is France, where water levels in rivers and reservoirs 

were extremely low. Copernicus compared the images that its Sentinel-3 

satellites captured on July 21, 2021, and one year later, to show how dry the 

vegetation was. 

The Climate Bulletin published by the Copernicus Climate Change 

Service (July 2022), reported that the month July was one of the three 

warmest globally so far and the sixth warmest in Europe. The image below 

shows the surface air temperature anomaly in Europe for July 2022.  

The year 2022 was also characterised by intense, and in some areas 

prolonged, heat waves which affected Europe and the rest of the world, 

breaking several surface air temperature records. As reported in the Climate 

Bulletin [published by the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S)], July 

2022 was one of the 3 warmest months of July on record globally and the 

sixth warmest July in Europe. In Figure 7 we can witnessed images created 

by using C3S data, which shows the Surface Air Temperature Anomaly for 

July 2022 over France. As highlighted by the darkest shaded red colour, 

temperature anomalies reached peaks of +4ºC in Italy, France, and Spain.14 

 

Extreme event: Sea ice extent: Arctic and Antarctic melting continues 

Another extreme phenomenon is the alarming sea ice extent values 

reported by the Copernicus Climate Change Service. In June and July 2022, 

the extent of the Antarctic sea ice reached its lowest monthly value in the 44 

years of satellite data records, 9%, and 7% below average respectively.  

 

The alarming trend continued throughout the year, with below-average 

sea ice concentrations in the Arctic and Antarctic even in the final months of 

https://climate.copernicus.eu/surface-air-temperature-july-2022
https://climate.copernicus.eu/surface-air-temperature-july-2022
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2022. The average monthly Arctic sea ice extent in September 2022 reached 

5.4 million square kilometers or 0.7 million (11%) below the 1991-2020 

average. As for the Antarctic, sea ice extent averaged 18.5 million square 

kilometers or 0.6 million (3%) less than the 1991-2020 average. 

 

Extreme Floods: the disaster in Pakistan (2022) 

Several countries were affected by extreme floods in 2022, but none 

could be compared to the historic floods in Pakistan. Exceptional monsoon 

rains struck the country during the summer, causing catastrophic flooding that 

affected more than 33 million people and caused at least 1,400 deaths, 

according to the. 

 

Copernicus Sentinel-3 satellites took pictures in 2021 and 202 while the 

flooding was ongoing in the region of Pakistan. Large areas of the country 

remained flooded for weeks, especially in the Sindh region, which was one of 

the worst affected. From 2010 Pakistan witnessed the worst flooding in 

Pakistan‘s history, directly affecting an estimated 14-15 million people, and 

killed over 1,700. Nearly 1.1 million homes were damaged or destroyed, 

causing $9.7 billion in damages in 46 of the country‘s 135 districts.15  

Extreme weather events: Wildfires: Spain suffered the most  

According to the European Forest Fire Information Service (EFFIS), by 

December 17, 2022, more than 786,000 hectares of prime forests have burnt 

in the European Union, while a total of more than 2,700 forest fires were 

recorded. The area burned in 2022 is almost 2.5 times larger than the 

average in the period 2006-2021. 

Spain was the hardest-hit European country, with more than 300,000 

hectares scorched by fire. As seen in an image taken by one of the 

https://climateanalytics.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=9e4cf5c69a12b67305cea7da4&id=64c6d894b6&e=9216ac879e
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Copernicus Sentinel-2 satellites on June 25, a catastrophic fire has ravaged 

the province of Zamora, in the Castilla y León region. 

 

The wildfire crisis which started in Europe at the beginning of June 

2022. The EFFIS, which is one of the modules of the Copernicus Emergency 

Management Service (CEMS), in 2022 Spain was the European nation most 

affected. In Spain more than 250,000 ectares burned, and wildfires continue 

to rage across the country. The Copernicus Emergency Management Service 

Rapid Mapping team has been activated (EMSR625) by the Spanish 

authorities to support monitoring this wildfire. [Copernicus, Spain is plagued 

by wildfires in summer 2022, https://www.copernicus.eu/en/media/image-day-

gallery/spain-plagued-wildfires-summer-2022   ]. 

 

Extreme weather events: deadly heat in China (2022), severe droughts 

From June to August 2022, China experienced its worst heat waves in 

60 years with temperatures exceeding 40 degrees Celsius in several 

provinces. China‘s Meteorological Administration issued continuous extreme 

heat warnings for more than 25 days in the northwest Xinjiang region, 

northern Shaanxi and eastern Jiangsu provinces. A severe drought dried up 

rivers including the Yangtze, Asia‘s longest river, and crippled hydropower 

production which produces electricity. This resulted in power cuts to key 

industrial areas, disrupting global industrial supply chains. The drought also 

affected food production in China‘s largest wheat-producing area, Henan.  

https://www.copernicus.eu/en/media/image-day-gallery/spain-plagued-wildfires-summer-2022
https://www.copernicus.eu/en/media/image-day-gallery/spain-plagued-wildfires-summer-2022
https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202208/1272942.shtml
https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202208/1272942.shtml
https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202208/1272942.shtml
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/22/china-heat-wave-drought-unprecedented
https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202208/1272942.shtml
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The drought has also depleted river water levels, reducing the amount of 
electricity produced at hydropower plants. 

 

Chen Lijuan, an expert at the China’s National Climate Center who 

predicted that such heat waves would become a ―new normal‖, told the media 

that climate change was an influential factor in causing the heat wave and 

droughts in the summer 2022 in China.16  

 

Extreme event: Philippines witnessed intense typhoons in 2022 

The Philippines is no stranger to a growing number and intensity of 

typhoons across its many islands, spurred by warmer oceans and higher 

global temperatures. After Typhoon Rai killed more than 400 people in 

December 2021, scientists warned that 6 super typhoons a year would be the 

―new normal‖ for the Philippines. 

 
 
Swaths of flooded farmland in Central Luzon, Philippines, by Typhoon Noru, in 
September 2022 [Image: Kriz John Rosales/ PPA]. 

 

https://www.sbs.com.au/news/article/chinas-unprecedented-70-day-heatwave-is-breaking-multiple-records-climate-scientists-say-its-no-surprise/3leu0b7jr
https://www.eco-business.com/tags/typhoon/
https://www.eco-business.com/news/six-super-typhoons-a-year-is-the-philippines-new-normal-activists/
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Eighteen Tropical Cyclones entered the Philippines area in 2022, of 

which 5 made landfall. Philippines witnessed strong typhoons including 

Typhoon Noru, which also made landfall in Vietnam, and Typhoon Nesat, 

which caused thousands of people to flee across the Philippines. In addition, 

Japan and South Korea were hit by violent typhoons Hinnamnor and Namadol 

in August and September 2022. In late October 2022, Tropical Storm Nalgae, 

the most destructive storm, caused deadly landslides and more than 550 

flooding incidents across the Philippines with lots of victims. Super Typhoon 

Rai's (named Odette, December 16, 2021) caused enormous devastation 

when it slammed into the Philippines, destroying a staggering 1.5 million 

houses, more than any other typhoon in recent decades. 

 

Hurricanes in the state of Florida (USA). 2022 

Hurricane Ian struck the state of Florida (USA) at the end of September 

2022, causing the region‘s most deaths by hurricane in almost 90 years. More 

than 100 lives were lost including 5 deaths in Cuba. Estimated  lossesof 

property and infrastructure totaled US$100 billion. Around 600,000 homes 

and businesses went without water and power for days after the hurricane. 

 

Extreme weather: sand and dust storms in Middle East, 2022 

Many countries in the Middle East, including Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, 

Iran, Iraq and Syria have problems with sand and dusts storms. Sand storms 

happen frequently in the Middle East and as a result of climate change, rising 

temperatures and heat waves that expected to make this problem worse. 

In May 2021 these countries were hit with sand and dust storms that 

caused more than 1,000 people to be hospitalised for respiratory problems 

and disrupted air flights in and out of several Middle East cities. Also, these 

sand storms could damage key infrastructure and transportation, among other 

costs. Public buildings, offices, and schools were closed. Although sandstorms 

are not unusual in the region, they have been happening earlier and more 

frequently, having started as early as March 2022 and spreading over a wider 

area. Officials and environmentalists warn that they are likely to become more 

https://www.bing.com/search?q=nesat+philippines+2022&FORM=HDRSC1
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/150549/tropical-storm-nalgae-batters-the-philippines
https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/rising-climate-costs-challenge-countries-companies-2023-2022-12-14/
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/hurricane-ian-damage-death-toll-latest-snapshot-florida-impact-2022-10-03/
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/5/23/sandstorm-blankets-parts-of-middle-east-raising-alarm
https://www.eco-business.com/news/rising-heat-drives-crippling-sandstorms-across-the-middle-east/
https://www.eco-business.com/news/rising-heat-drives-crippling-sandstorms-across-the-middle-east/
https://www.eco-business.com/news/rising-heat-drives-crippling-sandstorms-across-the-middle-east/
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severe due to rising global temperatures. In May 2022, a transboundary sand 

storm engulfed Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Iran, Kuwait and UAE sending thousands 

in hospitals with asthma attacks. [Arab News, Middle East sandstorms 

https://www.arabnews.com/node/2112886/middle-east ]. 

 

Conclusions 

Since the pre-industrial period (1850-), human activities are estimated 

to have increased Earth‘s global average temperature by about 1 degree 

Celsius. Currently, this temperature is increasing by more than 0.1-0.2 

degrees Celsius per decade due to the rising concentrations of CO2 and 

methane (CH4) in the Earth‘s atmosphere. Scientists support as fact that 

current man-made warming trend is unequivocally the result of human activity. 

Climate change is a long-term change (at least 30 years) in the average 

weather patterns that define Earth‘s local, regional and global climates.  

For many decades there were strong arguments for and against the 

connection of emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs) from fossil fuels and 

global warming which affected future climate changes. It is more than a 

decade ago, that scientists are able to confidently connect any extreme 

weather event to climate change. Today, attribution studies can show whether 

extreme events were affected by climate change and whether they can be 

explained by natural variability alone. With rapid advances from research and 

increasing computing power, extreme weather event attribution has become a 

burgeoning new branch of climate science. Weather experts warn that we are 

running out of time to dramatically cut greenhouse pollution and avoid 

increasing frequency of climate catastrophic events. Changes in extreme 

weather and climate events, such as prolonged heat waves, droughts, storms-

typhoons-hurricanes, floods are the primary way that most people experience 

climate change. Human-induced climate change has already increased the 

number (frequency per year) and strength of some of these extreme events. 

For example, over the last 50 years, much of the USA and in Europe. have 

seen increases in prolonged periods of excessively high temperatures, heavy 

downpours, and in some regions, severe floods and droughts. 

https://www.arabnews.com/node/2112886/middle-east
https://www.worldweatherattribution.org/pathways-and-pitfalls-in-extreme-event-attribution/
https://www.carbonbrief.org/mapped-how-climate-change-affects-extreme-weather-around-the-world
https://earthjustice.org/news/press/2021/earthjustice-on-ipcc-report-we-need-bold-action-now-to-avoid-climate-catastrophe
https://earthjustice.org/news/press/2021/earthjustice-on-ipcc-report-we-need-bold-action-now-to-avoid-climate-catastrophe
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Most scientists think that climate change is expected to worsen the 

frequency, intensity, and impacts of some types of extreme weather events. 

Also, rising temperatures will sea level rise increases the impacts of coastal 

storms and warming can place more stress on water supplies during 

droughts. Also, climate change is expected to cause an alarming sea ice 

extent by melting glaciers that add to rising sea levels, which in turn increases 

coastal erosion and elevates storm surge as warming air and ocean 

temperatures increase.  

One of the most visible consequences of a warming world is an 

increase in the intensity and frequency of extreme weather events. The 

National Climate Assessment (USA) finds that the number of heat waves, 

heavy downpours, and major hurricanes has increased in the United States, 

and the strength of these events has increased, too. Another measure of the 

economic impact of extreme weather is the increasing number of billion-dollar 

cost of these disasters.  Storms, floods, wildfires and droughts caused a total 

of $165billion in damages in the US last year (2022), $10bn more than the 

2021 total and the third most costly year since records of major losses began 

in 1980, according to new USA government data. 

The year 2022 witnessed global increased numbers of climate-related 

disasters, including extreme flooding, heat waves, forest fires and droughts 

that affected millions of people and cost billions of destroyed houses and 

civiianl facilities. According to scientists these are a tell-tale signs and impacts 

of human-induced climate change intensified. These extreme weather events 

of the last years once again underlined the clear need to do much more to cut 

greenhouse gas emissions and to strengthen climate change adaptation. The 

past 8 years are on track to be the eight warmest on record. Human 

civilization in most continents have faced several dramatic weather disasters 

which claimed far too many lives and livelihoods and undermined health, food, 

energy, water security, civilian infrastructure, forests and natural ecosystems. 

 

 
 
 

https://refresh-stg-c2es.pantheonsite.io/content/national-climate-assessment/
http://nca2014.globalchange.gov/highlights/report-findings/extreme-weather
http://nca2014.globalchange.gov/highlights/report-findings/extreme-weather
http://nca2014.globalchange.gov/highlights/report-findings/extreme-weather
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